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ABSTRACT 

A s=udy has been made on converting alternative sources of oxides 

of carbon (CO and C02) to synthetic methanol with nuclear power generated 

electrolytic hydrogen and ox)'gen. The sources of CO and CO 2 include 

(i) the oxygen blown blast furnace which produces CO as a by-product 

from hot metal production, (2) the s=eam calcination of limes=one which 

produces CO 2 as a by-product of the li~e and cement industry, (3) fossil 

fuel power plant stack gas as a source of CO 2 and, (4) the atmosphere, 

from which CO Z is recovered in a novel carbonate electrolytic cell. The 

recovered CO or CO 2 is catalytically combiued with electrolytic H 2 to 

produce the synthetic fuels. In these systems, the conservation, efficiency, 

and environmental control of coal utilization is significantly improved. Blast 

furnace CO could supply up to 20% of the gasoline demand in the US at a 

1985 cost of 56 to 60c/gallon, breaking even with $19/Bbl imported oil. 

The CO 2 from steam calcination u~ limestone could supply about 9% of the 

gasoline demand and the recovered CO 2 from only 60% of the coal fired 

powered plants in the country, could supply all of todays Eascline demand 

in the country (% I00 billion gallons/yr). The !gS5 cos~ as=images for 

carbon dioxide based gasol£ne range from 68C/~al]on for the highly con- 

can=rated calciner CO 2 feeds=ream to 83c/gallon for the very dilute 



• aCmospherlc CO 2 feed, breaking even with $21 to $28/barrel oil for 

conventional gasoline. The dominating cost factor is the alectrical 

power cost from the ~luclear plant. The sharin~ of peaking and Base 

load costs between =he power and synthetic f~Is consumers offers 

a cost and energy effective system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is fairly well recognized by now that the principal energy 

deficit in the US relates to inadequate supplies and production of fluid 

hydrocarbon fuels, i.e., fuel oil~ gasoline, and natural gas. The 

government policy in the near future is first, to reduce demand by 

conservation measures, i.e., lighter more efficient auuomobiles, be~ter 

home insulation, and more efficient industrial operations and second, 

to foster nhe utilization of our indigenous coal rese~¢es for power 

production and for conversion to gaseous and liquid synthetic hydrocarbon 

fuels. 

There is increasing concern about the problems of strip and deep 

coal mining, environmental factors, water requirements, transportation 

facilities, and the increased cos~ associated ~-i=h coal production 

conversion and utilization. Indeed, the u].tlma=e concern may be ~he effects 

of disposal of increasing quantities of carbon dioxide ~o the atmosphere 

by increased coal u~ilization (Ref. I). 

Nuclear energy seems to be relegated to electrical power production 

only because it is thought to be inflexible as far as synthetic fuels 

are concerned. As 5as been shown in several recent studies (Ref. 2) =his 

is a popular misconception since nuclear power can be utilized ~o generate 
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synthetic fuels thTough the thermal and electrolytic decomposition of 

~ater in combination ~ith the processing of carbonaceous raw materials. 

Nuclear eDerEy cnn thus conserve fossil energy in a t~¢o-fo!d way; not 

only for production of electrical power but also for production of 

carbonaceous fuels. 

Alternative non-fossll sources of hydrocarbon fuel include biomass 

and agricultural solid waste. These fundamentally rely on solar energy 

which is limited to~lar~e ~erres~rial surface areas, and the vagaries of 

climatic conditions, low efficiencies, and high costs. 

The greates~ impact on conservation of fossil fuel would be to use 

nuclear power to reduce oxidized forms of carbon with nuclear generated 

hydrogen. The major sources of carbon dioxide and ca/Don monoxide are: 

1. Fossil fueled steam and power plants. 

2. Industrial chemical plants (lime, cement, ammonia, etc.). 

3. Metallurgical operations~ blast furnace operations. 

4. Natural gas wells, 

5. Geothermal wells, 

6. Limestone calcination. 

7. Seawater 

8. The atmosphere. 

in=his paper, we will concentrate on further development of 

three sources of ca~:hon oxides for conversion to synthetic fuels and 

feedstocks, (i) blase furnace, (2) limeszone calcination and, (3) coal 

fired power plants and, (4) a new system for fixation of atmospheric 

CO 2. 
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If. OXYGEN BLOWN BLAST FURNACE AS A S05q%CE OF CO 

The steel industry presently uses a hot air blast furnace to reduce 

iron ore with coke. The C0 produced for a total US iron capacity of 125 x 106 

tons/yr roughly amounts to 125 x 106 tons/yr of CO. However~ the uop ~=as con- 

centration is only 20~ CO diluted with nitrogen and C02, and thus has a low 5TU 

value (80 BTU/ft 3) . 7f the hot air is replaced with an oxygen blast diluted 

with recycled CO2, the concentration of CO in the top gas increases to 

80% producing an intermediate BTU gas (250 BTU/f~ 3) (Ref. 4). This gas 

can be readily used for conversion to synthetic carbonaceous fuels. In 

addition, by blowing %~ith enriched oxygan~ the hot metal capacity of the 

blast furnace effectively doubles and the present regenerative air 

preheat ovens are eliminated. With oxygen enrichment, the blast furnaces 

runs at a higher temperature. In the conventional approach to the oxygen 

blown blast furnace for synthetic fuel production, the ox"jgen is supplied 

to the furnace from an air liquefaction plant. In this conventional 

case, 2/3 of the top CO gas must be shifted to hydrogen and the remaining 

1/3 is catalytically converted ~.~h the hydrogen ~o synthetic fuel. With 

nuclear power a decided process improvement can be achieved. Employing 

nuclear power generated electro!>~ic decomposition of water, the oxygen 

can be used to blast th ~ - furnace and the hydrogen can be mb_xed with the 

concentrated CO in the top gas to mmke up synthesis gas for the catalytic 

conversion to methanol and by catalytic dehydration to synthetic gasoline 

(Ref. 5). In this manner, utilization of the CO in the top gas is 

Increased three-fold. The flow sheet for this scheme is sho%m in Figure i. 

According t'o the stoichiometry, the system is well balanced and the 
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overall reactionsare essentially: 

yC + mO 2 +.'xFe203 =nC0 + z002 + 2xFe 

v w20 +nCO = (CH2) n +nO 2 

where (CH2) n represents the mixed aliphatic and aromatic s)mthetic 

gasoline distillate fuel produced in the catalytic conversion processes. 

It should be noted that in the ~wo-step catalytic process either methanol, 

gasoline or a blend of the ~¢o can be produced on demand. 

A preliminary economic analysis of the cost of production of methanol 

and gasoline from the top gas of an o~Tgen blown blast furnace was mede 

csmparing a conventional air liquefaction oxygen and shift conversion 

process with a nuclear-electrolytic oxygen and hydrogen system. The 

blast furnace was assumed to have a nominal conventional capacity of 3000 

T/D of hoc metal which when blown uithoxygen tempered with C0~ would 

double the capacity to 6000 T/D and produce roughly 6000 T/D of CO ~op 

Eas. Table I shows the production capacity of synthetic fuel and the 

estimated capital cost. With air liquefaction and shift conversion the 

blast furnace could supply CO to a plant producing 16,500 Bbl/D of 

methanol or 7,900 Bbl/D of gasoline. The nuclear-electrolytic plant 

~ouid triple the capacity to 50,000 Bbl/D methanol which can produce 

24,000 Bh!/D gasoline or a blend of the two. The 1985 equipment costs 

were assumed to escalate 80% over the 1975 costs. The production cost 

estimate is given in Table II. Power cost for the nuclear reactor is 

assumed to be charged on an incremental off-peak basis as previously 

estimated (Ref. 3). The economic analysis shows the following: 

i. Significant synthetic fuel capacity can be achieved with the combina- 

tion of the blast furnace and nuclear-electrolytlc systems. 
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2. The unit capital investment is significantly reduced from the 

conventional blast furnace system because, (a) the regenerative air 

preheat ovens are eliminated~ (b) air liquefaction is eliminated and, 

(c) CO shift conversion is eliminated. Rowever, electrolyzers are 

added. 

3. The nuclear-electrolytic production cost is much lower than the 

air liquefaction-shift plant because of the increased capacity 

of uhe plant and the usa of incremental ~ower cost. 

4. If indeed, incremental nuclear power cost can be obtained at 

6 mills/kwh(a), synthetic gasoline could be produced for 60c/gallon or 

56¢fgallon if oxygen by-product credit can be realized. These costs 

should break even~rith SIg/Bbl foreign oil to produce conventional 

gasoline. If the incremental cost of power would double from 6 to 12 

mills~ the cost of the gasoline would go up about 32% to 80~/gallon 

which breaks even~.th $26/Bbi oil, a value which some believe will be 

reached in I0 years. 

5. ~ will be shown later in Table ~ if all the bl~sU furnace 

capacity cou!d be converted =o o.~q:gen blo~,-n systems, there would be 

enough CO for conversion to gasoline to supply at least on~.va of the auto-- 

notive fuel market. 

6. It should also be noted that if the capi:al cost for the electro- 

lyric cells were increased to $200/k%-h(e) as recently estimated (Ref. 13) 

instead of the $90 kwh(e) assumed here, the costs would increase by only 12% 

Bringing the gasoline cost tO 67c/gallon. 
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III. STF2/~CALCINATION OF LI~STONE AS A SOURCE OF C0 2 

At least 25 million tons of limestone are calcined to lime a year 

and over 80 million tons a year of cement is also produced. This amount of 

limestone decarbonation yields a potential of approximately 

60 x 106 tons/yr of C02 available from the lime and cement industry in the 

U.S. Rotary kilns are fired by either n~tural gas~ oil or 

coal with calcination temperatures usually reachlng about 900°C. A 

possible conservation measure is to introduce steam into the kiln to 

lower nhe calcination temperature by as much as 200°C to 700°C (Ref. 6). 

This would reduce the energy requirement in the kiln and produce a more 

reactive lime. The steam effect has been controversial, however, 

in laboratory s=udies a 3 to 5 fold increase in rate of calcination has 

been observed at elevated steam " concentrations (Eel. 7). With fossil 

iuel, the equilibrium and rate of calcination is reduced by the partial 

pressure of CO 2 from the combustion process. ~t is thus proposed to 

replace fossil fuel fir/ng of the kiln with hydrogen-oxygen-steam firing, 

with ~he hydrogen and oxygen being produced by the electrolytic 

decomposi=ion of :~ater using nuclear power. The calcination rate should 

be markedly increased in a pure steam atmosphere ~here ~he partial pressure 

of CO 2 introduced is zero. Since the stoichiometric H2/02 flame has an 

extremely high adiabatic temperature (~ 2800°C), the flame must be tempered 

with a quantity of steam obtained from the power generation and the 

heat recuperator at the back end of the kiln to reduce ~he temperature of the 

flame to about 2000°C. A schematic process flow sheet of Ehe system 

is shown in Figure 2. The H 2 from the cells are then combined with the 
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C02 catalytically to form methanols gasoline or blends. This system is 

fundamentally different from that proposed previously (Ref. 8) in whlch 

a high temperature gas cooled reactor (HTGR) is used to supply 900°C 

steam to the kilns. This temperature is still a little beyond the 

capability of present HTGR's which presently can reach about 500°C (1100OF). 

At higher temperatures, the operation of the reactor may be materials 

i/mired. A flame burning free in space, produced by burning H2-O2-steam is 

not materlals limited. The H 2 and 02 generated electrolytlcally required 

for firing the kiln can additionally be used for the synthesis of 

distillate fuel. 

It should be pointed out that if stack gas scrubbing with lime takes 

hold in the US to control sulfur emissions from coal-burning power plan=s~ 

then a large a=mu=t of calcium sulfate ~rill be formed which will require 

regeneration to reduce limestone costs and to el~-mlua~e the limestone waste 

disposal problem. The steam calcinatlon of sulfated limestone drive~ 

by the nuclear-electrolytlc system could be applicable for production of 

by-product synthetic fuels. 

IV. FOSSZLFUEL POWER FI~2~T ST).CKGAS AS A SOLACE OF CO 2 

The largest source of ~n made CO. input to the atmosphere is from 

the combustion of fossil fuel for heat and power purposes. Central 

power plants where large quantities of C02 are generated in stack 

gases makes up about 1/3 of the total CO 2 emissions due to fossil fuel 

burning in the US. The concentration of C02 in stack gas varies from 

about 8% to about 19% in the flue gas depending upon whether gas or 
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coal is burned. Thus both as a large centralized source of C02 and a 

concentrated source of C02 it appears logical that if we are to continue 

bhrning fossil fuel and especially in view of our plans to rely heavily 

on coal~ for purposes of controllin~ the C02 effluent in the atmosphere, 

i~ would be most beneficial and economical to remove andrecover 

the C02 from fossil fuel power plants for production of synthetic 

carbonaceous fuel and feedstock. 

A number of processes can be considered for separating the CO 2 from 

stack gases izlcluding, (a) absorption-stripping, (b) cryogenic separation, 

(c) adsorption-stripping and, (d) diffusion harriers. P.elying on a 

previous study (Ref. 9)~ it appears that a'nsorptionms~ripping techniques 

are the more economical means for recovering and concentrating the CO 2. 

~n view of the fact that environmental control processes are heinK applied 

to fossil fuel plants because of particulate and sulfur emissions, 

CO 2 scrubbing system can bs appropriately integrated into the gas 

scrubbing operation. Figure 3 indicates a schematic flow diagram of the 

production of synthetic carbonaceous fuels and feedstocks, converting 

CO 2 from stack gas with nuclear-electrolytic hydrogen. The sequence 

of operation is electrostatic precipitation followed by lime-limestone 

wet scrubbers to remove the S02 forming a calcium sulflte/sulfate waste 

(which can be regenerated by desulfation), followed by CO 2 removal 

using a potassium carbonate aDsorption-stripping operation% (Ref. 12). 

The concentrated CO 2 can then be compressed to 50 to 100 arm, 

or alternatively, the stripping towers may be operated at these higher 
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pressures and combined with hydrogen from the cells which also can 

be operated under higher pressure~ thereby eliminating the need for 

compression. The mixed compressed gas is catalytically converted to 

methanol and ~hen dehydrated to distillate fuel or it may be converted 

from the s~nthesis gas directly to synthetic gasoline. 

The conversion of CO 2 from fossil fuel fired po%-er plants for dis=illa=e 

fuel production in effect makes use of the carbon in the fossil fuel tw!ce~ one 

time for producing electrical power and a second time for making synthetic fuel. 

V. .%I~!OSPHERIC CO 2 

The ultimate repository for C0 2 from[ fossil fuel combustion is the 

a=mosphere. A vast resource is already av2ilable (~ I013 tons/yr). A 

concern is to maintain =he present CO 2 balance between the biosphere and the 

a=mosphare. The only methods =o ha!~ the increase in CO 2 cotton= of the 

atmosphere are to cease burning fossil fuel and to reduce the CO 2 back 

to carbon as fast as we burn it. By substuting nuclear power for 

fossil ~uel we accomplish the first objective and by recovering and 

reducing a=mosph~ric CO~ we accomplish the second. Two systems for 

removal and recovery have been proposed previously (Refs. 2 and 

9). One depended on a dilute aqueous carbonate absorpticn-s=ripping 

technique and the other on a oh!or-alkali carbonate neutralization 

system. The former process suffers frc~ a largeheat exchange load and 

the second from high power requiremen=s. A new system is proposed here 

which combines =he best of both systems. The process depends on ~he 

electrolytic decomposition of water containlng higher concentrations of 

carbonate~bicarbonate ion, which is essentially the electrolytic 
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decomposition of sodium carbonate/bicarbonate thus forming caustic, 

H2, 02 and CO 2. 

Na2CO 3 + 4H20 = 2NaOH + 3H 2 + 312 02 + CO 2 

Observations at Brookhsven (Raf. i0) indicated that water can be electro- 

lytica!ly ~acomposed to R 2 and 0 2 in a sodium cazbonate/bicarbonate cell 

releasing CO 2 in addition to 02 at the anode and H 2 at the cathode. The 

theoretical cell voltage is approximately 3.0 volts per mole. of ~2" ~"~.is 

compares to 2.A volts for the decomposition of water. If a three compartment 

cell is used, the CO 2 can be separated in a center compartment. Referring 

to flow sheet schematic Figure 4, the regenerated caustic is then used to 

scrub uhe CO 2 from the atmosphere and the CO 2 recovered from the cell 

is combined with hydrogen catalytically to methanol and gasoline blends. 

In this case, the oxygen is vented to the atmosphere. It may also be 

possible to operate the carbonate cells under pressure ~oma~ch 

the operating conditions of the catalytic convertors so as to eliminate com- 

pression. The cell may operate at elevated temperature (100-150°C) to improve 

efficieRcy. The system, however, is essentially an isothermal one for 

retmval and :ecovery of CO 2 compared to the absorption-stripping process 

wht:h requires large heat exchange loads. FurThermore, no additional 

=ell equipmenK, power requirement and corrosion problems are encountered 

as existed in the earlier oroposed chlor-alkali flow sheet(Ref. 3). 

Tim nuclear-electro!ytlc carbonate system may be of value for 

stack gas scrubbing of C02, however, in this case where CO 2 gas composi- 

tions up to 15% are available compared to 0.035% in ~he atmosPhere~ 
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adoption of a conventional absorption/stripping technique is probably 

more economical. 

Vi. ECONOMIC _~ALYSIS OF CO 2 BASED FEEDSTRY-~qS FOR $CFF PRODUCTION 

Eh~re is a certain cc~zmonaiity among ~he three CO 2 based processes 

for evaluating =he economics of the produc=ion o~ syuthetic fuels and 

feedstocks. Usin~ a CO 2 ~eedstream the co.non process chemistry, is as 

Eollows: 

i. Nuclear-electrolytic hydrogen 

3HzO = 3H Z + 3/2 02 

2. Catalytic methanol synthesis 

CO 2 + 3H 2 = CH30H + H20 

3. Catalytic gasoline synthesis 

nCH30H = (CH2) n + hE20 

It is noted in producing gasoline or light distillates from C02, 

for every mole of carbon reduced from the oxide ~o the dis~illate (CH2) n 

3 moles of hydrogen must he utilized of which 2 moles are conver=ed =o 

water and are recycled, while only one mole appears in the final 

product. Thus, a-priori, the system is inh~r~n~!y an energy intensive 

cn~. 

~he basic process data used in performlnB =he preliminary economic 

evaluations are given in Table l~I. ~'h.e capital investment data for the 

economic analysis is shown in Table IV. All data are given in esca!atad 

i985 dollars based on the references ~iven in the footnotes of the nable. 

One notable difference is the unit cost of electrolytic cells ~;hich is 

assumed to be $200/kw(e) (Ref. 12) or about double previous est!r~ates. 

This increased estimate was assumed in the even~ ccs~ reductions 
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due to large scale development of cells do not materialize. The production 

cast of methanol and gasoline are sho~n in Tables V and V!. The main 

differences ~m the processes ~hich affects the economics and the capacity, 

relate to  ~he concentration of the source C02 and the volume of feedstream. 

Since power supply and cus~ ar~ connrolling factors, the production 

capacity of the synthetic plant is fixed by the nuclear power plant 

capacity. This was assumed to bean optimized i000 ~4(e) base-loaded 

nuclear plant opera=In8 in an off-peak mode. Thus, about 725 MW(e) 

of power can he available at an incremental cost of 6mills/kwh(e) 

(Ref. 3). Tables V and VZ also include the praducnion cost based 

on the total cast of nuclear power from a dedicated plant which is 

estimated ~o be at 30 mills/kwh(e). 

The salient conclusion of the cost estimates is that ~ri~h a reasonable 

off-peak power cost of 6mills/~wh, synthetic distillate fuels can be 

produced a= costs ~anglng from 68.2 ~o 82.9¢/gal!ou of  gasoline depending 

on the concentration of CO 2 in ~he feeds~ream, going from a pure CO 2 s~ream 

to a CO 2 ccn~ent found in the atmosphere. These cos=s can break-even wi~h 

distillate fuel from crude oil estimated at costs ranging from $21.00 to $27.50 

per barrel. Thermal cost values in this range are equivalent ~a from $5.50 to 

$6.50/~mTU. I~ is interesting to note tha~ current cost estimates for coal 

gasification and liquefaction plants for producing synthetic fuels are 

estimated to bre-ak-evan with crude oil at costs ranging from $25 to as high as $40 

per barrel (Ref. 13). In view of these cost% the above do not seem 

unreasonable. The estimates also indicate tha~ the cost of synthetic 

fuel would Increase by two and a half'~imes for a dedlca~ed nuclear 
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plant at the full power cost recovery of 30 mills/kwh(e) which would 

probably not be competitive in the near term future. 

The general observation concerning the cost of reduction of recovered 

CO 2 from various sources with nuclear-electrolytic hydrogen is that even 

at present high estimates of capital cost for electrolytic cells (~ $200/~in), 

the fraction of the total production cost due to depreciation of this 

equipment is not necessarily a controlling factor for the production cost 

(~ 2S%). As mentioned previously, this cost item might be readily reduced to 

less than half of this value due to improved cell design and mass production 

methods. The largest part of the cost, however, is attributed to the con- 

sumption of electrical power for the production of electrolytic hydrogen (~ 40Z) 

and the cost of electrical power fuom the nuclear plant. As previously mentioned, 

it takes 3 moles of H 2 to reduce one mole of C0 2 to gasoline (CH 2). Only 1 mole 

appears in the product while ! moles are recycled in the form of water. Thus, 

any reduced form of =arbon, such as CO from a blast furnace h~ips significantly 

in the conversion of that =arbon to synthetic fuels and feedstocks. Along these 

lines, it might very we1! be valuable to apply nuclear electrolytic hydrogen and 

oxygen for underground gasification of coal and conversion to methanol and 

gasoline. Methods of reducing costs includ~ improving the efficiency of electro- 

lytic decomposition of water by operating at higher temperatures. Another way, 

as assumed above, is utilizing the power plant in an off-peak mode thus sharing 

and reducing costs with the fuel producer. This is not necessarily unreason~ole 

because it improves the total energy utilization efZiciency in the overall 

production process, i.e., power and fuel can be coproduced ~n a base-loaded plan~. 

Finally in Table VII a summary of the available CO 2 and CO resource 
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capacity from the various industries are given together with the 

gasol ine  product ion  c a p a b i l i t y  and the number of 1000 ~q(e) nuc lear  

reactors required to convert the carbon oxides to fuel. It appears 

=ha~ the lima and~emen~ industrymighc be able to supply about 9~ of the 

i00 billion gallons of gasoii=e consume~ in the country today. The steel 

industry could supply 10% of the gasoline cons,,mp=ion and would require 

about 125 one-thousand megawatt reactors. If one assumes all the 

CO 2 recovered from the stacks of coal burning power plants (500 m/Ilion tons 

coal per year), is converted Uo synthetic fuel, this supply would exceed 

the rate of consumption by 65%. Thus only 60% of the CO 2 from coal 

burning power plants would be needed to supply the total gasoline 

demand in the country. This would require !000 nuclear reactors of 

1000 ~(e) size supplying peaking load to the electric power grid and 

off-peak power ~o the synthetic fuel plants. Depending on the rate of 

growthin the next several decades, chase nul~tls can be escalated 

accordingly. 
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Table I 

SYNTHETIC CARBONACEOUS FUEL FROM OXYGEN BLOWN BLAST FUP~,'ACE TOP GAS 

, Capital Investment Estimates 

Process 

Air LiquefactionOxygen 
and CO Shift Conversion 

for Blast ~urnace 

Nuclear-Electrolytic 
0:~'gen and Hydrogen 

SuPP!7 for Blast Furnace 

Furnace Capacity, Hot Metal T/D 
CO Producuion T/D 
02 Required T/D 
H 2 Required T/D 

Power Required, }~Ce) 
v-xcess 02 Produced, T/D 
Methanol ProducE/on TID 

Bhl/Day 
Gasoline Production Bbi/Day 

6,000 
6,000 
3,000 
--0-- 

31.3 ~g~(e) (I 
--0-- 

2,300 
16,500 
7,900 

6,000 
• 6,000 
3,000 

857 

1,336~(e)(2 
3,860 
6,900 

5 0 , 0 0 0  
2 4 , 0 0 0  

Process Module: 

i. Air Liquefier - 3=O00~$12,000/Daily Ton 

2. Shift Reactor - 16,500x890/Daily Bbl 

3. }[ethanol Convertor - 2,300x$16,500/Daily Ton 

4. Electro!yzers (3 

5 Contingency 

Total 

6. Add on for }Iethanol Conversion to 
Gasoline(4 

Total 

$/Bbl/Day Gasoline 

S ~llions 
1975 198___5 

36 65 

15 27 

38 68 

15 27 

104 1B7 

1975 

--m 

115 

67 

32 

214 

24 43 70 

128 230 286 

16,200 29,100 12,000 

$ Millions 
19s__! 

209 

121 

56 

386 

130 

516 

21,500 

Rotes: I) Based on 2~0 k~h(e)/con of 02 for air liquefaction plane. 
2) Based on 18.7 ~h(e)/lb H2 - 30 arm cells. 
3) Based on $50/k-wh(e) of e%e¢=rolyzer capacity escalated =o $90/k~h(e) in 19S5. 
4) Derivzd from Ref. 5. 
5) 1985 costs escalated 80% over 10 years from 1975 figures. 



Table II 

SYNTHETIC CARBONACEOUS FUEL FROM OXYGEN BLO~'.~ BLAST FURNACE TOP GAS 

Production Cost Estimates 

Process 

Furnace Capacity, Hot Metal T/D 
Methanol Production, BSl/Day 
Gasoline Production, Bbl/Day 
Oxygen Production, T/D 

Air Liquefaction Oxygen 
Supply to B~t Furo~ce 

Nuclear-Electrolytlc 
OxFgen and Bydrogen 
Supply to Blast Furnace 

6,000 6,000 
16,500 50,000 
7,900 24,000 

- 0 -  3,860 

$I~bl $1Bbl 
Production Cost !97__~5 198__~5 197___~5 198___~5 

I. Top Gas Value CO (I 3.17 5.70 1.06 1.90 

2. Electricity (2 1.40 2.30 0.20 3.85 

3. OperatingLabor 0.60 1.00 0.60 1.00 

4. Fixed Charges (3 3.25 5.85 2.20 4.00 

5. For Equivalent Gasoline (4.00) (7 .20)  (2.94___~) (5.35) 

Total Production Cos~ - Methanol 8.42 14.85 4.06 10.75 
For Equivalent Gasoline (9,17) (16.20) (&.7~) (12.10) 

Total Gasoline Co~t $/Bbl 19.10 33.75 9.85 25.20 
G/Gallon 45.5 80.4 23.5 60.0 

Oxygen By-Product C/Gallon (4 -- -- 2.___~2 3,9 

Net Gasoline Cost c/Gallon ~5.5 80.4 21.3 56.1 
Net Gasoline Cost $/~mTU 3.79 6.70 1.78 4.68 

Break Even Cost of Oil for Gasoline, $/Bbl 14.30 26.50 6.50-7.20 17.80-19.00 

I) CO top gas value at $11D~mTU in 197~ and $1.801M~mTU in 1985. 
2) Based on incremental off-peak power cost (from peak load nuclear reactor operating as 

1,000 D.~(e) based load plant) of 0.3 mills/k~h(e) in 1975 aud 6 mills/kwh(e) in 1985 
(see Re£. 3). Power cost for air liquefaction was charged st a conventional rate of 
30 mills /k~h (e) in 1975 and 50 mills/kwh(e) in 1985. 

3) Fixed charge taken as 157~ straight line on investment and 80Z plant factor. 
4) Oxygen by-product sold at $5/ton in 1975 escalated 80Z ~.o $9/ton. 



Table Ill 

PROCESS DATA FOR SYh~HETIC CARBONACEOUS FilLS USING A 
CO 2 FEEDSTEF_4MAND NUCLE~RPOWER 

Consumed per Bb! 
Item Methanol(i 

Consumed parr9 
Bbl Gasoline'- 

CO 2, Tons 

H2, Lbs 

Nat H20, Bbls 

Elepcrical Power for H 2 kwh(e) (5 

Electrical Power for CO 2 Separation 
in Atmnsphere Process, k~h(e) 

Energy Conversion Efficiency, % 
(Electricity to Fuel) 

0.19 0.&O 

51,9 108.i 

0.89 0.93 

970 2,020 

i00 200 

75.3 65.8 

i )  Methanol - Dens i ty  = 6.6 Ibs/Eal; sp. g r .  = 0.79: P/4V = I0 ,000 BTU/Lb = 66,000 BTU/Gal. 

2) Gasol~.ne - Densit7 = 6.0 ibs/~al; sp. ~r~ = 0°72, (CRHIR, Octane), h-~I = 20,000 BTU/Lb = 
120,000 BTU/Gal. 1 Bbl CH3OHproduces 0.A8 Bbl (CH2~.-- 

3) High pressure cells (30 arm Lurgi), 80~ efficiency requires 18.7 kwh(a)/Ib H 2. 



Table IV 

CAPITAL LNVEST~N"r COST DATA FOR ECONOHIC ;~ALYSIS OF $Y~'Iq.4ETIC 
CARBONACEOUS FUELS USLNG CO 2 ~'EEDSTEEAD! A~D h"JCLEAE POWr.-q~ 

1985 

Limestone Fossil Fuel 
Calcination Power Plant 

Atmosphere 
CO~ 

CO o Conc. in Feedstream- % 
5y Volume 

Capital Investment 

CO 2 Recovery Unit 

Electrolysis Cells 

Hathanol Convertor 

Gasoline-Convertor 

100% 9-15% 0.035% 

_(i 

$200/mq(e) C4 

$4,500/Bbl/Day (3 

$4,500/Bbl/Day (3 

$20011~q(e) (: 

S200/m~(e) (4 

$4,5001BbllDay (5 

$4,5001Bbl/Day (3 

3,750 Bbl/Day (3 

$2o01Kw(e) (4 

$4,500/Bbl/Day (3 

$4,500/Bbl/Day (3 

].) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

Assumes heat recovery benefit from condenser accrues to limestone calcimation process 
Cnich is equipped to separate a relatively pure C02 stream made available to SCFF at 
no charge. 

CO~ recovery assumes installation cost equivalent to stack gas SO 2 scrubbing, in 
teFms of dollars per ~q of power plant escalated 80% to 1985. 

Based on Refs. 2, 3, and 9. 

Based or~ recent estimates in Ref. 12 which is already assumed escalated because of 
anticipated improvements in cell design and construe=ion by 1985. 



Table V 

PRODUCTION COST OF ~ T ' ~ O L  FROM VARIOUS CO 2 PEEDSTREA~IS A~ND NUCLFARPOI/ER 

Basis: 1985 Escalated Cost in $/Ebl 
I000 MW(e) Nuclear Power Plant 
725 ~(e) Avai!able 0ff-Peak Power 

Source of CO 2 

Source Plan= Capacity 

Limestone 
Calc ina t ion  

1.2x106 T/Yr 
Lime Plant 

CO 2 Cone. in Feedstock - Vol. % 100% 

Production Capacity- Bb!/Day 16,300 

Fossil Fuel 
Power Plant Atmospheric CO2 - 

800 ~(e) 80x106 SCFH 
Coal Power Plant Air Plant 

8-15% 0.035% 

16,300 16,300 

~roduction Cost - $/Bbl 

Depreciation on Capital investment - 15%/Yr 

CO 2 -- 
Electrolysis 4.15 
Methanol Convertor 2.3__~I 

Subtoual - Depreciation 6.46 

Labor and Maintenance 0.36 

Electrical Energy 

@ 30 mills/kwh(e) C1 29;10 
@ 6 mills/kwh(e) 3.8__2 

Total Production Cost for Methanol 

0.72 1.93 
&. 15 A. 15 
2.3__._!i 2 . 3 1  

7.18 8.39 

0.54 0.81 

30.00 32.00 
6.0o 6.~o 

30 mills/~h(e) - $/Bbl 35.92 37.72 ~1.20 
6 mills/~h(e) - $/Bbl 12.6& 13.72 15.60 
" " - c/Gallon 30.1 32.7 37.1 
" " - $/MNBTU 4.56 4.95 5.62 

i) Power and production cost for a dedicated plant would produce $22,500 Bbl/Day methanol. 



Table Vl 

PRODUCTIO,X~ COST O~ GASOLINE FUEL FROM VARIOUS CO 2 
FEEDSTREAMS AND ~JCLEAE POI/ER 

Basis: 1985 Escalated Cost in $/Bb! 
1000~(e) Nuclear Power Plant 
725 ~.~(e) Available Off-geak Power 

C02 Feedstock Source 

Limesuone Fossil Fuel 
Calr~tion Power Plant Atmospheric C02_ 

Source P!anZ Capacity 

CO 2 Conc. in Feedstream - % by Vol. 

Gasoline Produc=ion Capacity - Bbl/Day 

1.2x106 T/Yr 800 )~J(e) 8.Ox106 SC~I 
Lime Plant Coal Power Plant Air Plant 

!00% 8-15% 0.035% 

8,000 8,000 8,000 

Produc=io~ Cost - SIBb! 

Depreciation on Capital Investment - 15%/Yr 

C02 Recove_y 
Electrolytic H 2 
Methanol ConverKo= 
Gasoline Conver~o: 

Sub=oral - Depreciation 

Labor and )Iaintenance 

- -  1.50 4.02 
8.68 8.65 s.6s 
4.81 4.Sl 4.si 
z.31 z.31 2.3__! 

15.77 17.27 19.79 

0.75 1.13 1.69 

Ele~trical Energy 

@ 30 mills/k~h(e) (I 
@ 6 mills/kwh(e) (Off-Peak) 

60.60 62.50 66.66 
12.12 12.50 13.33 

Total Production Cos t 

@ 30 mills/kwh(e) (Dedicated) (I 
@ 6 mil!s/k-~h(e) (Off-Peak) 
@ 6 mills/k~wh(e) c/Gallon 
Break even crude oil price for 

Kasoline, S/Bbl 

77.12 80.90 88.14, 
28.64 30.90 34.81 
68.2 73.6 82.9 
$21.00 $24.00 $27.50 

i) Power cost and production cost for a dedicated plant would produce i!,000 Bbl/day gasoline. 



Table VII 

I~USTEY RESOURCE CAPACITY TO PRODUCE SYNTHETIC CARBONACEOUS FUELS 
AND FEEDSTOCKS FROM EFFLUF~A~T CO ~\U) CO 2 FEEDSTKE~S AND NUCLEARPO~ER 

Based on 1975 Production Capacities 

Gasoline 
CO 2 or CO production 

Productian capacity availability capability 
Industr 7 ~[~]lions tons/~r Mill~on s tons/yr Billions ~a!/yr 

Lime and Cement 25 Lime 86 CO 2 9 90 
85 Cement 

S~eel 125 Steel 125 CO 20 125 

Coal for Power 500 Coal 1,560 CO 2 165 !,680 

Gasoline, US ConsumpTion (945 C02)(I i00 (I,000) (I 

No. of I000 
~(e) nuclear 
po~er plants 

required . .  

i) Capaciny requirement to meet 1975 US consumption of gasoline of approximately I00 billion 
gal/yr. 
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